TIIUMUDUSA DOCTBINU
This is our newest and one of our most wealth building potential of any
program we have ever developed.
This will not bring wealth quickly, but given time can build more wealth than
ever imagined. The process is quite simple..just follow the doctrine as

explained and millions of DOLLARS will come to you.
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*Sendfirst Hsr) person 55.(N CASH with a note with saying THANK YOU"
*Send the 20h
lor last percon on the llstl 55.@ CASH with a note saying "HAVE A GREAT LIFE .
*This is a Monitored Program...our Double Circles are placed over the member's names to make this virtually
cheat proof and to ensure your rotation on the list. Send the Monitor 55.00 CllSH.
US GURRENGY
The Monitor will send you a Master Copy with your name in the #1 position.
ONLY
Make copies of your Master and mail alone or with your current mailings.
lf everyone enllsts lust 2 new members. when vour name reaches #20 wu wlll recelve il.ilD.ilD E mlllion
dollarcl...can you find just two...of course you can and they can also. WHY NOT MOREII
SEE

HOW SIMPTE AND REWARDING THIS IS!!......NOW VOU KNOW WHY WE DO THIS!I

That's the power of leveraging other people's efforts and resources. lt only takes TWO (2).

TTIE MEDUSA DOSTBINE
Before this day is done, I will join hands in unison. I will not selfishly hoard or waste this single seed ($5.00 CASH) of
FAITH. Not withhold thy purse or ever doubt the ABUNDANCE of the Universe. For my Prosperity multiplies, two by two
by the power of love and grace. Thousands and thousands of seeds will be planted by the hearts of the human race,
because, it is not only my life, but the life of all that I care. With gratitude, I will look back each day, giving thanks to all
Who shared and thought enough to build me up to the worth of a millionaire.
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1. A. C. THORNTON
2. JERRY HAYES
3. JENNIFER LYNN
4. RE\'. BILL
5. MARY ELLEN LEWIS
6. CONNIE BARKER
7. *
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